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ICEMA – EVOLVING AS THE
CREDIBLE VOICE OF INDUSTRY

Sandeep Singh
PRESIDENT – ICEMA
Managing Director,
Tata Hitachi Construction
Machinery Company Private Limited.

2019~21 - A LOOK BACK

As I come to the close of my twoyear term as President ICEMA,
I reflect on the unprecedented
impact of COVID-19 on India & the
world, something that will find its
place in history as one of the most
challenging and turbulent phases
in human history. However, I take
pride in saying that despite the
severe impact of COVID-19 and
the numerous challenges faced
by the Construction Equipment
Industry, ICEMA as an organization
emerged stronger thanks to its
deep engagement and continuous
dialogue with Members.
At the start of my term, we had a
simple vision of building ICEMA into
a strong and influential body whose
voice would be heard & recognized
in the Government & amongst key
stakeholders. Needless to say, our
vision embodies the fact that the
Indian Construction Equipment
Industry offers a huge potential to
grow, provided an enabling and
conducive policy environment is
made available. We partnered with
BCG to articulate this vision and
today we have a clear and actionable
road map towards achieving CE
Industry Vision Plan 2030. All ICEMA
Members have come together and
contributed towards building our
Vision 2030 road map.

The
Construction
Equipment
Industry,
like
all
other
key
manufacturing sectors, was severely
impacted by the two waves of the
COVID-19 pandemic. During both
the lockdowns, ICEMA Governing
Council Members met almost on a
weekly basis to discuss, understand
& take stock of the situation. The
Governing
Council
Members
discussed various issues critical
to the Industry such as disrupted
supply chains, availability of finance,
vendor & dealer sustainability
amongst others. Most of these
issues were taken up with various
Government departments which
included interactions with Union
Ministers,
Ministers
of
States
& Senior bureaucrats. ICEMA’s
collective voice, as the apex Industry
Association of the Construction
Equipment sector, was well heard
& recognized by the Government
and a slew of measures announced
in support of MSMEs and NBFCs.
Another key achievement of the
Industry included the extension of
the timeline, till 1st Apr’21, granted by
the Government for the roll out BSIV
compliant CEVs, which provided the
Construction Equipment Industry
with the much required additional
time to prepare for the new
emission norms. We also raised our
concerns with the Government on
other key challenges, such as high
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raw material prices, especially Steel,
impacting the competitiveness of
the Construction Equipment sector.

2030, our action plan & road map
has been well defined around the
following 3 key themes:

Despite the challenges faced by
the Industry due to COVID-19,
ICEMA and its Members stepped
up to support the Government, the
community at large and Industry
stakeholders. By way of their CSR
initiatives, ICEMA Members provided
critical equipment, ambulances
and financial support to hospitals
and local governments. ICEMA
also joined hands with the CII
Foundation to support sourcing of
life saving medical equipment. We
also organised a series of expert talks
with a panel of doctors & medical
experts on subjects ranging from the
treatment of COVID-19 to its impact
on women and children as also
mental health challenges induced by
the lockdown & the anxiety related to
the disease. We also set up Regional
Task forces of ICEMA members
that actively engaged in providing
support to our communities by way
of sourcing medical equipment &
critical medicines and organizing
vaccination drives. Needless to say,
such initiatives undertaken by ICEMA
& its Members fostered a sense of
togetherness and team work at local
levels as well.

•
•
•

As we move forward in our journey
towards achieving the Construction
Equipment Industry Vision Plan
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Sustained demand creation
Robust operating ecosystem
Stable Foundation – Technology
& Skilling

These 3 key themes or pillars will
help develop & drive a focused action
agenda for the Industry, including:
•

•
•

•

Setting up a GovernmentIndustry task force to define a
clear pipeline of Infrastructure
development projects & expedite
project
implementation
&
execution.
Work on a Technology Road Map
Localise more components with
Government support in the form
of incentives / PLI scheme
Setting up a funding mechanism
for large scale infrastructure
development

I am sure that with the Government’s
enhanced focus on infrastructure
development and its forwardlooking policies, the Construction
Equipment industry will be able to
optimize its potential of contributing
to the country’s endeavour of
transitioning into a USD 5 trillion
economy.
The last two years have been a
‘defining phase’ for the CE industry.

I would like to thank Mr. Dimitrov
Krishnan, Vice President ICEMA,
for his steadfast support in these
trying times as well as ICEMA
Governing Council Members and
Past Presidents for their relentless
support & guidance. I would like
to express my gratitude to ICEMA
Members and Office Bearers for
their support in building a strong
legacy to carry forward. I also thank
the ICEMA Secretary General & her
team for their continuous support &
pursuit of the Association’s mandate.
On a personal front, I would like
to thank my wife whose constant
support and patience empowered
and energised me.
I wish the incoming President and
his team a very fruitful and engaging
year.

President, ICEMA
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Dimitrov Krishnan
VICE PRESIDENT, ICEMA
Managing Director,
Volvo CE India Pvt. Ltd.

2019~20 - A ROUND UP
Last two years have been very
challenging years not just for the
Indian economy, but for economies
across the world. The COVID-19
pandemic, a global public health
crisis,
triggered
a
worldwide
economic crisis in its aftermath.
In these very challenging times, we at
ICEMA stood strong with the nation,
launching several COVID relief
initiatives. Our COVID-19 Task Force
guided the Association’s efforts in
fighting the pandemic and took up
initiatives at the state and local levels.
The COVID-19 related talk shows,
vaccination camps and donation of
critical medical equipment helped
thousands of citizens deal with the
biggest human crisis the world has
seen in a century.
Despite the challenges, over the
last two years ICEMA grew by leaps
and bounds and pursued the vision
of becoming a credible voice of
the CE industry, strengthening our
engagement with the government
and giving back to the industry.
We took a long term view for our
industry by developing and realising
the Vision Plan 2030. Through this
Vision Plan we have set for ourselves
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the ambitious goal of tripling the
industry volume and becoming the
2nd largest CE market in the world,
with a size of USD 25 billion.
While we know that the fight against
the pandemic is far from over, we are
encouraged by the Government’s
efforts to restore normalcy and kickstart the economy. There is optimism
around a certain level of robustness
of public investments, and in turn
construction equipment sales. As I
assume charge as President, ICEMA
we plan to work towards achieving
the Vision 2030. Over the next 2
years, as President I look forward to:
•

•

•

Executing the Vision Plan 2030
to prepare the industry for 3X
growth
Working towards getting ICEMA
recognised as a strong partner
in achieving the Sustainable
Development Goals of our nation
Broad-basing
ICEMA’s
governance further and building
the Secretariat’s capacity

ICEMA and the CE industry
appreciate the Government’s efforts
at creating an enabling environment
for our industry’s growth. We
look forward to the Government’s
support in addressing some of the
key challenges such as rising input

prices, supply chain disruptions
and uncertainty in infrastructure
project implementation. Resolving
these would enable the CE industry
to realize its full potential and
contribute to the country’s ambition
of becoming a USD 5 trillion
economy.
I thank the outgoing President for
his guidance and support over the
last two years and seek his guidance
in taking his legacy forward. I also
take this opportunity to thank all
GC members, member companies
and ICEMA secretariate for their
support and look forward to working
together.
Let us together build a stronger
ICEMA
by
creating
channels
of
communication
with
key
stakeholders,
enhancing
Brand
India and bringing the industry on a
common platform to align and work
on our common vision.
Vice President, ICEMA
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Seema Gupta
SECRETARY GENERAL
– ICEMA

The Indian Construction Equipment
(CE) Industry has the potential
to enable the Indian economy to
achieve its ambition of becoming
a USD 5 trillion economy. Though
ranked number 3 currently, with
a projected 3X growth, the Indian
CE Industry is poised to scale up
to the number two slot. The sector
employs more than 3 million people,
both directly & indirectly and is
represented by a vibrant mix of
MNCs and Indian companies.

ICEMA appreciates the Government’s
initiatives to revive the economy
and the efforts made to kick start
the infrastructure projects under
NIP. These are critical to giving the
Indian CE sector the desired push
and required breather.

Indian Construction Equipment (CE)
industry is a vital fulcrum in India’s
endeavour to achieving its vision of
becoming a USD 5 trillion economy.
Despite two very challenging years,
we at ICEMA and the Indian CE
industry remain convinced about
the growth potential the Industry
has to offer. Our optimism is fuelled
by the well thought out CE Industry
Vision Plan 2030, backed by the
enhanced focus of the Government
on infrastructure development. The
Indian CE Industry is fully geared
to overcome the unprecedented
disruption caused by the COVID-19
pandemic and is committed towards
supporting the development of
world class infrastructure in the
country.

•
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Against this backdrop, ICEMA
launched a series of initiatives
and made representations to the
government to accelerate the CE
industry’s revival from the slowdown.

•

•

A
holistic
industry
vision
document. Vision Plan 2030,
was released with a view to
providing a broad roadmap for
all stakeholders. ICEMA activities,
have over the last 12 months,
been aligned to the three main
pillars on which the Vision Plan
is based.
Stakeholder
engagement
was intensified to get an onground pulse of expectations,
and therefore, create a nimble
industry that readily adapts to
changing circumstances
Focused
policy
advocacy
initiatives - regular connect
with the Government w.r.t
highlighting Industry concerns
and challenges

The
ICEMA
secretariat
was
strengthened with both manpower
and improved infrastructure. The
new office is an important step in our
journey towards achieving the Vision
Plan 2030: Building the Nation
As we look ahead to the future, I
would like to thank my team for
their consistent efforts in delivering
on the ICEMA Vision. I also take this
opportunity to express my deep
gratitude to the President, Vice
President, the Governing Council,
the ICEMA Members and the
Government stakeholders for their
continued support, guidance and
encouragement to the Secretariat.
We at ICEMA are as excited to work
under the guidance of the incoming
President and Governing Council, as
we were to work with the outgoing
leadership.
Secretary General, ICEMA
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LET US JOIN HANDS TO
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Members’ Speak

“

Sandeep has been a great leader to work with during the tenure of his
presidentship in ICEMA. Despite the challenges of not having the ability to
meet face to face , his leadership has kept the ICEMA active and vocal acting
as a voice of industry in shaping the policy for the future. He has also been very
inclusive , decisive and collaborative in his approach which are mission critical
to strengthen ICEMA. I sincerely thank Sandeep for all his leadership
and look forward to continue to leverage his wisdom as a GC member.
Vivekanand Vanmeeganathan
Convener, Market Data and Analytics Panel
Country Manager and Managing Director, Caterpillar India Pvt Ltd.

“

ICEMA, for a long time, has been the apex body and a voice for all subjects
that concern the Construction Equipment Sector. ICEMA’s various initiatives
including policy recommendation, events, and research publications serves
as a national point of reference for the industry participants, regulators and
financiers, to come together and ideate on the building blocks needed for a
vibrant CE industry, and challenges of financing the future. With the current
challenges surrounding the industry and economy at large, I believe that
ICEMA can play big role in being the growth catalyst for the industry and
thereby contribute towards the nation building visions.
D.K. Vyas
Convener, Conference Panel
Managing Director, SREI Equipment Finance Ltd.

“

I take pride in being a GC member of ICEMA for over a decade now. I have
had opportunity to learn and also pay back to ICEMA under 6 Presidents who
were/are all industry veterans. Over these years, ICEMA has grown by leaps
and bounds and is now positioned as the only interface between CE OEM’s
and the Government of India. I am thankful to Mr Sandeep Singh, the
outgoing President of ICEMA for his continuous engagement with
Members and industry over last two very tough years.
T.R.Bharathan
Co-Convener, Government Interface Panel
Chief Advisor, PUZZOLANA GROUP
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Members’ Speak

“

“

Despite the past few months being very challenging, ICEMA remained a strong
interface for its stakeholders. An important milestone was crossed when the
industry committed itself to sustainability and transitioned to CEV Stage IV
Emission Standards. But it was even more heartening to see ICEMA’s rapid
COVID-19 response for health and safety of its member companies during
the 2nd wave of the pandemic. I look forward to ICEMA growing further in
the coming years, with a strong and continued focus on technology and
sustainability.
Mr. Deepak Shetty
CEO & Managing Director,
JCB India Limited

FY 20-21 was a challenging year. On one side the country went through a
severe health crisis , on the other side businesses suffered due to lockdowns
and labour migration . ICEMA and its leadership supported the CE industry
with timely representations to Government agencies and RBI to help the
industry wade through the crisis. ICEMA did its bit by supporting the society,
both financially and physically. Inspite of lockdowns ICEMA organized various
seminars , panel discussions and the annual session in the digital format,
to keep the ball rolling . While we did see a revenue shrinkage, the frugal
approach of the Association, sponsorships and member support helped us
achieve a decent bottom line . I am sure ICEMA will carry on the work it has
undertaken in terms of fulfilling its vision 2030 and help the industry grow
to USD 25 bn size .
Jaswinder Bakshi
Treasurer ICEMA and Convener-Finance Panel
Senior Vice President- Construction Equipment
and Commercial Vehicle Finance
Tata Capital Financial Services Ltd.
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Members’ Speak

“

“

Over the last few years, the ICEMA Presidents and office bearers have worked
very hard to get recognition for “ICEMA as a single voice of the CE industry”.
This dream has finally come true. Even during the pandemic ICEMA leaders
ensured close interaction with key government departments such as DHI,
MoRTH, and various other government bodies and industrial institutions. It
is heartening to see that ICEMA is being approached by all policy makers
and decision makers for issue concerning the CE Industry. The last two
years have been eventful, though industry was passing through pandemic
related challenges. Some noteworthy achievements include creation of a
vision plan for the CE industry, getting a new office for ICEMA (our long term
dream), extension in the date of introduction of BS4 equipment, COVID-19
related initiatives to help ICEMA member companies. It is also heartening to
see many members come forward towards active participation in ICEMA by
offering to be a part of the general committee. This will undoubtedly
strengthen ICEMA in the years to come.
Anand Sundaresan
Past President, ICEMA,
Managing Director, Ammann India Pvt. Ltd.

The years 2019 to 2021 were the most challenging for the construction
equipment industry and the country as a whole. We saw two quarters of
election and a slowdown; two quarters of recovery followed by two quarters
of lockdown due to the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. These were
followed by two quarters of recovery and finally a lockdown triggered by the
second wave of the pandemic.
It was a roller coaster ride, but ICEMA’s leadership, guided by the President
did an excellent job in keeping the team together and representing the
industry’s expectations to various ministries, very effectively.
VG Sakthikumar
Convener, Membership Panel
Managing Director, Schwing Stetter India Pvt Ltd.
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Members’ Speak

“

The CE industry is facing very tough and challenging times since April 2020
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The extended lockdowns caused significant
business losses and the loss of lives affected many during the 2nd wave. During
these troubled times, ICEMA became the binding force for its members
ensuring that they remain connected and exchanged relevant issues affecting
the companies. ICEMA proactively and successfully took up several issues
and causes with relevant ministries and departments. Deferment of CEV-IV
implementation by 6 months for wheeled equipment is one of the highlights
among many others. ICEMA members also got together to create facilities
and extended support to members during the 2nd wave of the pandemic.
This is truly exemplary.
Resilience of the CE industry demonstrated in the steep rebound after last
year’s lockdowns, is expected to continue this year too. The Vision Plan 2030
and the roadmap outlined therein is expected to help the CE industry achieve
its potential of 3X the current level by 2030. This document is an outcome of
the collective wisdom of ICEMA member companies combined with BCG’s
expertise and knowledge.
I am very happy to be a part of ICEMA’s Governing Council and thank the
President for giving me this opportunity to contribute to the industry’s growth.
Vivek Hajela
Convener, Government Interface Panel
Vice President & Head, Construction Equipment Business
Larsen & Toubro Limited

“

It has been a pleasure and honour to be associated with ICEMA for over 2
decades, and seeing it grow into an Industry body which is not only heard by
the Government, also by other Associations, and CE Organisations globally. In
recent couple of years, ICEMA has taken the drive on Technology Development
to a new high, with focus on IA, Telematics, Emission Norms & Alternate Fuel
Equipment. The skilling of machine users, has brought a lot of appreciation for
the CE Industry as a whole. The leadership guidance and its implementation
by the Secretariat has been exemplary.
Vikram Sharma
Past President, ICEMA
Former Adviser, Kobelco Construction Equipment Pvt Ltd
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LET US HARNESS THE IND
POTENTIAL TOGETHER
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INDUSTRY
OVERVIEW

50+

US$6.5BN

MANUFACTURERS
(OEMS)

TURNOVER

3 MILLION+

EMPLOYMENT
(DIRECT & INDIRECT)

~92K UNITS
SALES (FY 20-21)
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THIRD LARGEST
CE MARKET IN WORLD

FY 2020-21
Despite the impact of COVID-19 pandemic, the Indian Construction,
Equipment Industry, backed by strong infrastructure demand in the second
half of the fiscal, registered a volume growth of 9% YoY in FY20-21. However,
this growth was achieved on a low base as the CE industry had witnessed a
(-)13% de-growth in FY19-20 on account of a slowdown in the economy.

9%

80%

Contribution
in sales by the
‘Earthmoving’
segment

62%

YoY growth
in ‘Concrete
equipment’

YoY growth in
Overall sales

11%

YoY growth in
domestic sales
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SEGMENT-WISE GROWTH

12%

YoY growth in
domestic EM sales

24%

YoY de growth in
EM exports

Earthmoving Equipment

89%

YoY de-growth
in domestic MPE sales

NA

YoY growth in
MPE exports

Material Processing Equipment

62%

YoY growth in
domestic CE sales

25%

YoY growth in
CE exports

Concrete Equipment
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9%

YoY growth
in domestic RE sales

2%

YoY growth in
domestic RE exports

Road Construction Equipment

5%

YoY de-growt
in domestic MHE sales

8%

YoY de
growth in MHE exports

Material Handling Equipment

Future Growth Drivers
Looking ahead, future drivers suggest healthy growth potential across
sectors with direct impact on construction equipment sales
1

3

Roads & Highways

Real Estate &
Infrastructure

USD 275 Bn worth of
projects lined up
under NIP

USD 430bn
investment in real
estate sector under
NIP by 2025
Mining & Quarrying

5

Airports

Ports & Waterways

USD 5-6Bn
investment in new
airport construction
till 2025

Railways

INR 100Tn NIP
Investment In
infrastructure will
drive mining
demand

USD 1480 worth new
port construction
lined up in NIP for
completion by 2025

17,000 krns of railway
line construction to be
completed by 2025

2

4

6

FY 2019-2020
India’s Construction Equipment (CE) industry went through a challenging FY2019~20, as did
businesses across the world. In the aftermath of the COVID-19 lockdown, the Indian CE industry
slipped into a major slowdown.

Overall Industry Performance : (-)13%
Earthmoving
Equipment

(-)13%

Road
Construction
Equipment

(-)12%

Concrete
Equipment

Material
Handling
Equipment

(-)29%

Material
Processing
Equipment

(-)1%

(+)63%
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ICEMA
THROUGH THE LENS
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ICEMA THINKING FORWARD
- VISION PLAN 2030
The Indian CE industry, being the 3rd
largest market in the world, currently holds a
prominent position in the global CE landscape.
Thinking forward, the Indian CE Industry
drafted an ambitious Vision Plan 2030 and an
Action Plan to drive this collective vision.
Shri Nitin Gadkari, Minister of Road Transport
& Highways and MSMEs released the Vision
Plan on December 23, 2020 at a Launch
Ceremony held virtually.
While congratulating ICEMA on the proactive
step of creating an action-oriented Vision Plan,
the Minister highlighted that the Government
of India’s ambitious INR 111 Lakh Crore
National Infrastructure Pipeline would augur
well in enabling the Indian Construction
Equipment industry. He urged the Indian
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CE industry to proactively capture this never-before presented opportunity of
domestic demand. Mr. Gadkari stressed on the need to work on productivity,
cost efficiency and raise production levels within the industry to serve the
growing needs of the infrastructure sector.
Mr Gadkari urged the Indian CE Industry to drive innovation, actively evaluate
alternate fuels and enhance Cooperation, Coordination and Communication
amongst stakeholders. He also encouraged members to actively consider
partnerships with leading academic and technical institutions such as the IITs
and set up research centers to learn from, adapt and accelerate adoption of
international best practices and technology.

Vision 2030 for Indian CE industry
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This vision plan draws upon the Government of India’s INR 111 Lakh Crore
National Infrastructure Pipeline (NIP) which is expected to propel the CE
industry’s growth over the next decade. The NIP is a part of the Government’s
continued efforts at providing world-class infrastructure across the country. The
opportunity for the CE industry will be further strengthened by the imminent
need to enhance mechanization in infrastructure, construction, and mining.
The action-oriented vision plan aims to build the CE industry by 3X from the
current levels over the next 10 years by leveraging both domestic demand and
developing the export potential. Thus, through the Vision 2030, the Indian CE
industry has set itself an aspirational goal to become the 2nd largest CE market
worldwide, fastest growing CE market in the world in the 2020s and establish
India as the manufacturing and export hub of the world for CE.
The Vision Plan shines a light on three main themes of sustained demand
creation, ensuring a stable operating ecosystem and building a strong
foundation for both technology & skilling. The vision plan proposes to pursue
an 8 point agenda under the three main themes of sustainable demand creation,
working on a robust operating ecosystem and building a stable foundation.
This 8-point agenda clearly identifies a structured and focused roadmap towards
driving the Indian CE Industry towards the aim of becoming the 2nd largest
and the fastest growing CE Market in the world by 2030. The Plan reiterates
the Indian CE Industry’s commitment to working with the Government and
key stakeholders in ‘Building the Nation’ through creation of world-class
infrastructure in the country.
The Vision Plan 2030, assesses
in depth the prevailing CE
landscape in India, identifies
challenges, and proposes key
initiatives both for the industry
and government stakeholders
to act in unison on the priority
themes and propel Indian CE
industry towards Vision 2030.
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Specific recommendations have been made to build India’s CE Industry as a strategic and
priority sector to enable it to optimize its growth potential.

Some key recommendations made in the Vision Plan include

1

Form a Government-Industry joint task force with an agenda to outline a 5 to 10
year infrastructure vision, create a system for adoption of global best practices
as well as to save projects from externalities and draw a clear technology
roadmap.

2

Make targeted efforts such as providing export incentives, forging favorable
FTAs, optimizing input (steel) costs and conducting marketing campaigns, to
propel exports to 15-20% of Indian CE production.

3

Industry to make efforts to develop alternate / additional demand channels
such as scaling up the aftermarket, creating an organized secondary market,
developing new business models and building visibility in new markets to
improve top-line stability.

4

Drive indigenization and reduce imported components by setting up
component manufacturing parks, setting up task forces to address the
challenge of scale and invest in creating local, high quality MSME ecosystems.

5

Set up a task force focused on CE Rental & Leasing to make this aspect more
organised and create mechanisms to provide contractual protection.

6

Improve access to funds for construction and to purchase CE by institutionalising
a bank to fund infrastructure, enabling access to low cost funds, strengthening
OEM-Financier collaboration and enabling leasing market.

7

Enable indigenous technology development capability by adopting CEMM
Act, establishing a CEMM testing centre, setting up R&D partnership and
encouraging technology upgradation.

8

Encourage development of a pool of skilled workforce for the CE industry by
mandating deployment of IESC certified operators, compensating training
institutes suitably, creating a centralized pool of such workers and undertaking
targeted outreach campaigns to attract youngsters to the industry.
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The Vision Plan acknowledges that this process will require concerted effort from
all stakeholders i.e. the CE industry and the government, alike, to truly unlock the
sector’s potential, enable it to triple in size over next decade and create world class
infrastructure assets expeditiously and safely, to add significantly to the economic
growth of the country. ICEMA and its members i.e. OEMs, suppliers and financiers,
will actively pursue this agenda and structure initiatives and actions through the
various working panels.
Building up on the Vision Plan 2030 exercise, an exercise was undertaken to arrive
at ICEMA’s vision for the future. This vision is aligned to building ICEMA as the CE
industry’s most respected and credible apex body, contributing to healthy and sustainable growth of construction equipment industry

“

ICEMA stayed at the forefront of combating challenging times and supporting
members with key initiatives. In our interactive sessions, we brought
together representatives from the industry and various Governments on a
common platform to speak on emerging opportunities in the infrastructure
segment and the way forward despite COVID-19 limitations. At the height
of the pandemic, we organized webinars with leading experts in health and
medicare, and connected with our members and their families to help them
understand the pandemic and restore their confidence. This social initiative
was highly appreciated and enlarged ICEMA’s scope and role.
Vision 2030, unveiled by ICEMA earlier this year, is a well-researched document
and lists out various facets of growth that can equip the Construction
Equipment Industry with a new game plan for strategic success. This document
is the result of sustained efforts of all members and BCG for understanding
market demand and laying a roadmap for the future, even as digitalization
and new emission norms come to the fore.
I extend my greetings to the President and all Members of the Forum for an
interesting and interactive session at the ensuing AGM.

Arvind K Garg
Past President, ICEMA
Executive Vice President & Head
Construction & Mining Machinery Business”
Larsen & Toubro Limited
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ICEMA’S COVID
RELIEF INITIATIVES

ICEMA and its members remain committed to building the nation not only
by contributing to mission critical projects such as the National Infrastructure
Pipeline but also by helping reconstruct lives impacted by the worst disaster
that mankind has seen in centuries. Ever since the COVID-19 pandemic broke
out, ICEMA Members stepped forward to address the challenges through
various initiatives.
At the national level a COVID-19 Relief Task Force was set up to guide ICEMA’s
efforts in fighting the pandemic. The taskforce is led by Mr. Deepak Garg,
Managing Director, Sany Heavy Industry India Pvt. Ltd. The other members of
the task force include:
•
•

Mr. Dimitrov Krishnan, MD, Volvo CE India Pvt. Ltd.
Mr. M Vijay Kumar, Advisor, External Affairs, Tata Hitachi Construction

State Taskforce Leads
•
Mr Jasmeet Singh, JCB (Delhi NCR)
•
Mr Abhinav Deep, Sany (Pune)
•
Mr Raghavendra Shenoy, Ajax Engineering (Bengaluru)
•
Mr Anirban Banerjee, Volvo (Kolkata)
•
Mr Jijesh Kurup, Ammann (Ahmedabad)
•
Mr. Ezhilvel S, Schwing Stetter (Chennai)
•
Mr. T R Bharathan, Puzzolana Machinery (Hyderabad)

Providing COVID-19
Related Critical
Equipment
While lifting controls on
manufacture of medical
ventilators to plug their
growing shortage, the
Government of India
reached out to the industry
to manufacture this
equipment. In this backdrop,
ICEMA set up a Component
Sourcing Task Force for
supporting ventilator
manufacturing projects.
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The Task Force connected with suppliers of components to help expedite
delivery. Members also distributed PPE Kits to CISF Delhi, Maharashtra State
Government and the West Bengal State Government.
CE industry members stepped forward to provide oxygen concentrators
when the second wave peaked. ICEMA procured oxygen concentrators
which could be utilized by member company employees and their families
if required. These concentrators were deployed in 5 key locations of Delhi,
Pune, Ahmedabad, Kolkata and Bengaluru and were later extended to
Chennai and Hyderabad.
A COVID helpline was launched during the 2nd wave for providing online
medical consultation to employees and families of member companies.
Later, as a goodwill gesture the helpline was extended to member
companies’ dealer networks and suppliers as well as for non-COVID/ general
consultations.
The Construction Equipment industry worked closely with the Government
to mitigate the impact of COVID-19. ICEMA and the member companies
launched several COVID-19 initiatives at their own level to ensure safety
of their employees and their families as well as to support the local/state
Governments and communities.

Vaccination Camps
Though the second wave of COVID-19 has begun to ebb, the fight against
the pandemic is far from over. Knowing that the COVID-19 vaccine is one of
the safest ways to bring the pandemic under control, the Task Forces shifted
focus to facilitating
vaccinations. Under
ICEMA’s vaccination
drive, camps were held at
Hyderabad, Pune, Kolkata
and New Delhi. While
the camp in Hyderabad
was supported by
iQuippo & Kims Hospital,
SANY took the lead in
Pune and Volvo led the
charge in Kolkata. These
vaccination camps,
though organized by one
anchor ICEMA member
in each region, were open
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to all employees and families of delete ICEMA and CII members in the region,
vendors of the CE industry and equipment financiers. Through these camps,
ICEMA helped vaccinate 240 people. This selfless effort demonstrated the CE
industry’s camaraderie and the pursuit of building the nation together.

Mental and Physical Health Webinars
The talk shows, focused on pertinent topics such as COVID-19 general awareness,
managing women & child physical and mental health and dealing with post
COVID complications, drew as many as 1200 participants who joined virtually.
The series titled Together we Defeat the Difficult attracted more than 4000 views
on YouTube.
Senior medical professionals and experts
including leading pulmonologists and
nephrologists helped the audience
understand the pandemic and how to
stay safe. In another session on women
and child wellbeing, experts including
paediatricians and psychiatrists urged
audience to stay safe, stay vigilant and
not panic. The session on managing
post COVID complications was also very
informative. The attendees highly appreciated the sessions and got many of their
queries resolved by the experts.
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Collaboration with CII Foundation
ICEMA also joined hands with the CII Foundation to support their COVID-19
relief efforts in Karnataka. ICEMA with partial support from member
companies, together contributed a sum of INR 50 lakhs for procurement
of oxygen concentrators and multi para patient monitors for 3 hospitals.
In addition these funds are being used for procurement of critical medical
devices to augment the ICU facilities at 2 hospitals that generally treat a
large number of paediatric patients.

“

Having been associated with ICEMA for a fairly long time, I believe that
the Association continues to receive affirmative responses from various
government agencies on its views and suggestions on the policy initiatives.
The Association now strongly recommends suitable changes to promote
Indian construction equipment industry and solves various major business
concerns.
Deepak Garg
Convener, Promotion Panel
Managing Director
Sany Heavy Industry India Pvt Ltd.
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ICEMA
PANELS

GOVERNMENT
INTERFACE PANEL
The Panel is focused on policy related
issues of the Government. ICEMA is
constantly in touch with Department
of Heavy Industry, Ministry of Road
Transport and Highways and other key
Government Departments to discuss and
represent the key issues of concern of the
industry

Mr. Vivek Hajela

Mr. T R Bharathan

Convener
Vice President & Head
Construction & Mining Machinery
Business, Larsen & Toubro Limited

Co-Convener
Chief Adviser
Puzzolana Machinery
Fabricators LLP.

Mr. Dimitrov Krishnan

Mr. Jagadish Bhat

Convener
Managing Director
Volvo Construction Equipment
India Private Limited

Co-Convener
Managing Director & CEO
Ajax Engineering Private
Limited

Mr. Vivekanand
Vanmeeganathan

Mr. Jasmeet Singh

TECHNICAL
PANEL
The major initiatives of the Panel is to have
close interaction with the Department
of Heavy Industry and other concerned
organizations to provide feedback for the
proposed CEMM Equipment Bill and draft
provisions for regulatory frameworks. The
Panel has participated in consultations
with the honorable courts and training’s
for ICEMA members

MARKET DATA AND
ANALYTICS PANEL
The Panel works closely with the members
on a regular basis for collecting market
& sales data. The panel is responsible for
sharing relevant information which helps
the industry as a whole.

Convener
Director
Caterpillar India Private Limited.
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Co-Convener
Associate Vice President
Corporate Comminications
& Corporate Relations
JCB India Limited

MEMBERSHIP
PANEL
The Panel is responsible to inviting
new members into the ICEMA fold and
managing the interface for the
on-boarding of new members.

Mr. V G Sakthikumar

Mr. Sharwan Agnihotri

Convener
Managing Director
Schwing Stetter India Pvt. Ltd.

Co-Convener
Head – Corporate Sales & Export
Hyundai Construction
Equipment India Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Deepak Garg

Mr. M. Vijay Kumar

PROMOTION
PANEL
The mandate of the panel includes
organizing ICEMA delegation visits and
stall setups, also the panel is responsible
for marketing brochures and website
design.

Convener
Managing Director
Sany Heavy Industry India
Private Limited.

Co-Convener
Advisor – External Affairs
Tata Hitachi Construction
Machinery Company Pvt. Ltd.

CONFERENCE
PANEL
The panel is responsible for organizing the
flagship ICEMA events such as EXCON and
Infra Redux. The responsibilities include
decision of conference themes, sessions
and inviting key speakers and panellists.

Mr. D. K. Vyas

Mr. Surat Mehta

Convener
Managing Director
SREI Equipment Finance Ltd.

Co-Convener
Director – Marketing and
Retail Development
Volvo CE India Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Jaswinder S Bakshi

Mr. Sandeep Ghosh

Convener

Co-Convener

FINANCE
PANEL
The focus of the Panel is to review the
concerns being faced by stakeholder in
Equipment Financing and to take up the
same with the Government / concerned
authorities.

Head – Corporate Strategy
Senior Vice President, Commercial
Finance, Head – Construction Equipment & Planning, SREI Equipment
and Commercial Vehicle Finance
Finance Limited
Tata Capital Financial Services Ltd.
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Commitment of Governing Council – The New Normal
The Governing Council Members play an active role in guiding the work of
the CE industry’s apex association. Aligning the activities to the New Normal,
they continued to interact with Members and other stakeholders over
various online platforms. The President and Vice President also addressed
them on several occasions and took this opportunity to build a vision for
the future. The day to day operations of the Association are managed by a
secretariat headed by the Secretary General.
Given that the Government is a key stakeholder for the CE industry,
establishing the Association as Government’s partner in driving the
industry’s growth is a key focus area for the Governing Council.
During the year, the Governing Council shared with the Government,
ICEMA’s contribution towards Building the Nation and in promoting the
Aatmanirbhar Bharat mission. These efforts were undertaken both at the
Central as well as the State Government levels.
The President made presentations to Shri Prakash Javadekar, the then
Minister for Heavy Industries. The meeting was also attended by Minister of
State for Steel and the Secretary and Additional Secretary, Department of
Heavy Industries. In a virtual meeting the President shared with
Shri Piyush Goyal, Minister of Textiles, Commerce & Industry and Consumer
Affairs, Food & Public Distribution the three pillars and 8 agenda points of
ICEMA’s vision plan 2030. He informed the Minister that these had been
identified with a view to encouraging local manufacturing.
At the Central Government level multiple meetings were held by the
Technical Panel with MoRTH, while the other Panels interacted with
Secretary, DHI and Chairman, NITI Aayog on the capital goods sector. At
the State Government level, interactive sessions were organized with senior
Ministers of the Governments of Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Telangana
Discussions with experts on burning issues triggered by COVID-19 were
initiated proactively, enabling the industry to deal with them. The exclusive
sessions on RBI Moratorium and other Finance related issues, interaction
with a financial consultant to understand implications of Government
announcements, a webinar on Direct and Indirect Taxation and SIDBI’s Role
in Empowering MSMEs covered a wide spectrum of topics.
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GOVERNMENT
INTERFACE PANEL
The Panel engaged with the Department of Heavy Industries (DHI), Ministry
of Road Transport & Highways (MoRTH), Ministry of Finance & Corporate
Affairs and other key Government departments to present the industry views
on various issues. Apart from making suggestions on measures to spur
the sector’s growth, specific representations were made on the challenges
arising out of spiralling steel prices and releasing industrial oxygen for
manufacturing after the 2nd wave
began to ebb. The Panel holds
regular interactions with various State
Governments and related agencies to
build an understanding of investment
plans in in critical sectors that drive
demand.

Policy Advocacy
Challenges faced by CE
industry due to abnormal
increase in steel prices
A representation was made to the
Government on the challenges
facing the CE Industry due to an
abnormal increase in steel prices
since July 2020. Given that steel forms
a key input/raw material for the CE
industry, even a slight increase in its
price is detrimental to the industry’s
growth. Under the current situation
the impact is higher because the
industry is already facing other COVID-19 related challenges.
Disruptions in supply chain due to abnormally high steel
prices, challenges arising out of non-availability of domestically
produced steel and the import restrictive measures such as
ADD, safeguard duties, minimum import prices, have together
increased the stress on India’s CE industry. Manufacturers
are forced to import steel resulting in higher input costs and
disruption of supply chain cost efficiencies.
The Government was requested to consider removing the
anti-dumping duty on imported steel with immediate effect,
for next 1 year, to help curtail unprecedented increase in prices and improve
steel availability in the country.
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In addition, the Government was also apprised of the fact
that MSMEs were being forced to buy steel in the spot
market at exorbitant prices. Since they are unable to pass
the increase in cost to the end users/OEMs, due to frequent
increases in steel prices and the tight financing scenario,
they are themselves under immense financial stress.

Diversion of Industrial Oxygen for Medical Use
During the second wave of COVID-19, due to an extreme
shortage of medical oxygen, government issued orders to
divert oxygen from industrial use to medical use. Once the
peak started ebbing, a request was made to restore supply
of Industrial Oxygen for manufacturing, keeping in balance
the requirements for medical use. Responding to the
request made by various industry representations, industrial
oxygen is being restored in a staggered manner (as per a
DPIIT order of June 1, 2021).

Withdrawal of Additional Fee on Vehicles
Carrying CEVs
The Government of Maharashtra’s notification no. MVR
0812/C.R. 43/TRA-2 dated 2017, levying an additional fee on vehicles carrying
CEVs, had led to an unnecessary increase in cost of transportation. This
notification requires all trailers/trucks passing through the state to pay a fee
at all its borders, thereby impacting transportation of CEVs even to other
states such as Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and
Kerala. A representation was made to the state Government highlighting
that the move had increased the time frame for approval by 72 to 96 hours
(excl. non-working days viz Saturday/Sunday/Holidays), leading to additional
transportation time which in turn impacted the infrastructure sector as
well. This move had also greatly impacted the state’s ease of doing business.
The state Government was requested to re-visit the said notification and
withdraw the additional levy for indivisible load category.

Revival of Domestic Demand
The strong headwinds facing India’s construction sector negatively
impacted the CE Industry, leading to a significant volume degrowth in
2019. The situation was further exacerbated by the lockdown imposed to
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curtail the spread of COVID-19 pandemic. Regulatory issues, environmental
concerns, and delays in project approval hampered construction projects.
Infrastructure projects often get delayed due to land acquisition. The
resultant delays in execution of projects restrict construction equipment
demand. New project announcements and speedy implementation are the
need of the hour to boost demand.
In this scenario following recommendations were made to the Government
under the Vision Plan 2030. Detailed recommendations on these are being
made by ICEMA to create a foundation to boost demand:
•

Fast track NIP projects/ prioritize award of new projects: Projects for
roads & highways, irrigation, airports and river linking totalling close to
INR 103 lakh crore need to be detailed, announced and awarded urgently.
Time limit for an announcement to tendering of projects may be clearly
defined and should not be beyond 6 months. Implementation of these
projects be expedited, with Government taking required measures to
debottleneck projects

•

Accelerate land acquisition with State Governments support: To
accelerate clearances and utility shifting at State level and award only
when >80-90% of the land is physically possessed along with complete
clearances (Similar to MoRTH/NHAI initiatives, mentioned in NIP)

•

Ensure contract enforcement: to avoid issues related to review/
reversal of projects in States due to change in government (Example:
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh)

•

Government support for financing infrastructure projects: Provide
the critical NBFC support in long term finance or 7-year term loans
from banks. Allow LIC or other Government Development Financial
Institutions to subscribe to 10-year Redeemable or Convertible
Preference Shares

•

Resolve road contractors’ financial issues through timely interventions:
Implement measures announced for payments stuck in arbitration and
help in procuring bank guarantees towards 75% of arbitration amount,
that the Banks are unwilling to offer

•

Encourage PSUs/ Government agencies to release outstanding
payments: Standardization of contract agreement/tender documents
with criteria for priority to quality and life cycle costs in public
procurement to improve timely payment to contractors

Lack of Precision Component Manufacturers in India
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent lockdown that
affected the supply chain to a large extent, put the limelight back on India’s
excessive dependence on foreign countries. This drawback came as a major
blow to several industries, including the Construction Equipment industry. It
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is imperative to become self-sufficient to reduce
the supply chain’s reliance on imports. Mission
Aatmanirbhar, launched by the Prime Minister
of India, during the course of the pandemic,
reiterated further by Smt Nirmala Sitharaman,
Minister of Finance, through various schemes is
thus well timed.
From the CE Industry’s standpoint, more
than 90% machines manufactured in India
are localized to the extent of 50%, with some
manufacturers achieving a higher degree of
localization as well. These include equipment
sold in large volumes, such as hydraulic
excavators and backhoe loaders. The industry
is however excessively dependent on imports
in precision components such as valves, certain
motors and sensors amongst others.
The Government needs to create an environment
to attract global investments to help bring
international companies to India and help Indian players integrate into
global supply chains. The key lies in unlocking the potential of the domestic
market by expanding the volume to make it commercially feasible to
manufacture in India. It also requires expanding the export market to
enhance volumes, giving a boost to the infrastructure plan and ensuring
accelerated execution.
Following recommendations were made to the Government to help harness
this potential
•

Incentivize OEMs including global technology companies for developing
Mother Technologies in India (ICEMA, in consultation with Members, has
compiled a list of technologies and products based on importance, usage
and other critical factors)

•

Specific export incentive schemes to encourage localization of Mother
Technologies

•

In-source precision component manufacturers from Japan and Korea
through technology transfers/JVs/ attracting investments

•

Set up a Component Manufacturing Park to facilitate investments by
manufacturers from Japan and Korea

•

Address Common Manufacturing challenges including delays in land
acquisition, approvals, cost of land, finance amongst others

•

Convert investments in infrastructure in o projects to attract investments
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A Production Linked Incentive Scheme has also been proposed to enable
India’s CE Industry to become a manufacturing and export hub for CE and
enable self-reliance through development of a robust domestic supply chain.
ICEMA has appointed Delloitte to develop a PLI proposal in consultation with
supply chain partners and ICEMA Members. The proposal will be shared with
the government shortly.

Notification of Minimum Local Content Percentage for Public
Procurement Order
High Volume Products : Six products together constitute around 89%
(by value) and 95% (by volume) of the CEMM equipment industry in India.
The local content of these equipment, which includes backhoe loaders,
hydraulic excavators, pick and carry cranes, compactors, wheel loaders
and concrete pumps, is over 50%. The industry is developing a roadmap to
increase the localized components of these equipment.

Large Capacity Equipment : Large capacity products, such as motor
graders, wheel loaders, wheel dozers and dumpers, that account for less
than 1% of industry volumes, face the following challenges:
•

Need for high end technology readiness of Tier I and II suppliers

•

Lack of domestic availability of testing infrastructure for high technology
aggregates

•

Need for large capital investment combined with low volumes

Consultations on this subject continued with DHI through the year. The list
with suggested MLC%, as shared with DHI may be notified at the earliest for
reference by user PSUs and departments in their tendering process.

Importance and Requirement of Skilled Manpower
While skilled manpower is a key requirement for the CEMM sector, especially
for increased indigenization, the government has not outlined any regulatory
requirement for certified operators in this industry. Coupled with the lack
of demand, is the highly non-aspirational nature of the job of operators and
mechanics, discouraging youth to consider CEMM industry as a career path.
Majority of the equipment manufacturers (OEMs) in India are global entities,
who have set up high capex facilities and upgraded their existing support
both their Indian and international operations. Skilling people to operate and
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maintain these machines with latest technologies outside India is both a
challenge and an opportunity. Efforts will be required to bring the vast pool
of experienced operators (but not formally certified) into the fold through
the RPL Model (Recognition of Prior Learning).
While the Industry is fully committed to building a skilling ecosystem, the
growing demand for operators and mechanics cannot be fully met by OEM’s
alone. Hence, there is a pressing need to set up additional training centers,
with world-class facilities to ensure quality skilling. The inadequate PMKVY
compensation for conducting training and massive investments required
in equipping the skill development centres with capital equipment such as
pumps, engines, cut sections and machinery are, however, major deterrents
in setting up such centres.
Against this backdrop, recommendations submitted to Ministry of Skill
Development & Entrepreneurship for strengthening the skill ecosystem in
infrastructure equipment sector included the following
•

enhance common cost norms applicable for Government sponsored
training programs such as PMKVY to realistic levels to enable financial
viability for Training Providers.

•

make compensation to Skill Councils and OEMs commensurate with
level of expenditure incurred on operator training.

•

consider differential compensation rates for the CE Industry sector skill
council; consider increasing the rate from INR 46/hr to INR 126/hr of
training.

•

specifically mention Certified Mechanics and Operators as a criterion
of employment in government tenders. This will result in employment
generation, increased remuneration, improved worker safety and
efficient & faster execution of projects.

•

encourage Skill Councils to scale-up training levels to meet projected
demand. Currently, IESC has around 61 Training Partners (TPs) majority of
whom are OEMs and their associates. This number is grossly inadequate
compared to the 400 TPs required to meet the demand of trained
operators.

•

given the high capex and opex, very few private organizations (other than
OEMs) are participating in the sectoral skill development ecosystem.
Those participating mostly have only low-cost, low-end equipment such
as backhoe loaders, hydraulic excavators (10ton) and hydra cranes (pick n
carry) in the inventory.
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Activities
Exclusive Interactive Sessions
Opportunities in Infrastructure Sector in Telangana State
An interactive session with Shri KT Rama Rao, Minister of MA&UD, Industries
and Commerce and IT, E&C, Government of Telangana, provided an
opportunity to understand infrastructure opportunities available in the
State. A clear roadmap of how the Government plans to achieve the vision of
providing world-class infrastructure and quality of life to Telangana citizens
was outlined during the session.
Over 420 participants discussed possibilities of mutual benefit partnerships
with the Government. The Minister invited the CE industry to host alternate
editions of EXCON in Hyderabad, consider setting up manufacturing/
assembly units under the Aatmanirbhar Bharat Mission and partner
the National Academy of Construction for setting up Advanced Skill
Development Centers.
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Opportunities in Infrastructure Sector in Andhra Pradesh
In an interactive session with Shri Mekapati Goutham Reddy, Minister of
Industries, Commerce, and Information Technology, Skill Development &
Training, Infrastructure & Investments, Government of Andhra Pradesh,
Members discussed the State’s ongoing and future infrastructure projects
and the issues/challenges facing the industry. Over 200 senior leaders from
CE Industry, financiers and contractors from across the country attended the
webinar.
The Minister updated participants on the State’s New Industrial Policy and
its shift from initial “micro spending” to “macro spending” for medium/
long term growth and the efforts to bring convergence amongst various
departments and ministries with a view to developing world class
infrastructure. While apprising Members about the proposed projects, he
said that over the next 4 years, the Government of Andhra Pradesh planned
to invest about US$ 20 Billion in developing infrastructure such as airports,
ports, water management and a new steel project amongst others.
A policy framework on recycling of construction waste and concrete, as well
as wastewater management was proposed during the session. Suggestions
on stepping up lending and easing liquidity included setting up of a
Government led equipment bank for lease equipment to contractors.
Going forward, ICEMA will continue to share thoughts on how the industry
proposes to engage with and support the Government in its journey of
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inclusive growth. ICEMA is committed to work on skill development as
required under the New Industrial Policy of the Government of Andhra
Pradesh.
The Infrastructure Equipment Skill Council (IESC), an affiliate body of ICEMA,
along with the partner skill development centers, will take this forward.

Karnataka State’s Interventions to Encourage Domestic
Scaleup of CE Ecosystem
The interactive session with Shri Jagdish Shettar, Minister for Large and
Medium Scale Industries and Government of Karnataka, was aimed at
understanding Government initiatives to facilitate domestic scale-up of
manufacturing industry, especially the CE ecosystem in Karnataka. The
discussions revolved around the following key areas:
•

Incentives to localize manufacturing of high capacity, low volume
construction equipment

•

Support expected from Central Government and Karnataka State
Government to set up construction equipment manufacturing
ecosystem, including a component manufacturing park/cluster to spur
MSME growth and create a global manufacturing hub in India

•

Collaboration model between Government and CE Industry to encourage
research and development – including setting up world class testing
centers

•

Government Industrial Policies to enable upskilling and job creation in
the CE industry

•

Partnership between Central Government, Karnataka State Government
and CE Industry for developing robust infrastructure in the country and
the State
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TECHNICAL PANEL
The Technical Panel continued to work closely with the Department of Heavy
Industries, CPCB, MoRTH and other relevant government departments on
policy advocacy, creating an enabling technical environment and building
the industry’s technical capacity. In pursuit of these objectives, senior
members regularly shared industry experience with policy makers. During
the year, the Association engaged with the Government on the various
challenges facing the industry.

Policy Advocacy
1. Deferment of Emission Norms
MoRTH favorably considered ICEMA’s request to defer implementation of
next level emission norms, in view of the various challenges triggered by
the COVID-19 pandemic. Accordingly, the final notification deferring the
implementation of CEV Stage-IV Emission Norms from Oct 1, 2020 to April
1, 2021 was released on September 30, 2020. Further, based on ICEMA’s
proposal, the ministry also incorporated the changed nomenclature of CEV
Stage-IV/V emission norms in place of BS (CEV/TREM) -IV/V. This will help
to overcome the anticipated registration issues arising due to incorrect
interpretation of CEV emission norms with that of commercial vehicles.

2. Emission norms for Off-highway CEMM equipment
Representations seeking the release of a roadmap for emission norms for
off-highway CEMM equipment were submitted to CPCB, MoRTH, MoEFCC
and DHI. Meetings to take the discussions further with these departments
are awaited.

3. Safety requirements for CEVs
In August 2020, MoRTH invited comments from stakeholders on the
draft notification regarding safety requirements for CEVs. After member
consultation, ICEMA shared the industry’s view with MoRTH and ARAI. The
Ministry took the feedback into consideration in its final notification released
on October 27, 2020. As requested by ICEMA, the safety requirements for
CEVs will be implemented in two phases, viz., Phase-I from April 1, 2021 and
Phase-II from April 1, 2024.

4. Development of CNG powered CEVs
Based on advice from MoRTH, a team was constituted within ICEMA’s
Technical Panel, to conduct a Techno-economic Feasibility Study. The team
had internal meetings as well as with major engine manufacturers to discuss
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“Development of CNG-powered CEVs and kits to convert existing CEVs to
CNG powered.” Adaptation of alternate power such as electric, hybrid, fuel
cells and hydrogen for CEVs and the challenges in implementing these
were deliberated upon. The outcomes of deliberations were shared with the
Technical Panel on January 20, 2021.

5. Establishment of an Authority to Administer CEMM
Equipment Regulations
A representation was made to the Government for the establishment of a
nodal agency to administer regulations related to CEMM equipment. The
Indian construction, earthmoving, material handling and mining (CEMM)
equipment industry is governed/administered by multiple government
agencies for implementation of safety regulations and emission norms. In
addition, the industry needs to interact with other government agencies
such as DGFT, DPIIT, DoEF, for specific concerns. In addition, agencies
announce regulations without adequate and timely industry involvement.
As a result, OEMs find it difficult to deal with these regulations within
the stipulated time because some industry challenges have not been
sufficiently articulated. In the absence of an appropriate Act/legal framework
for regulating standards regulations for emission and safety of CEMM
equipment, ICEMA suggested the establishment of an authority/nodal
agency for administering these. It was also requested that a few ICEMA
representatives be included in the proposed authority to articulate the
industry views.

6. Provision for Registration of CEVs Through e-Vahan Portal
A representation was made to the Government for allowing registration of
CEVs on the e-Vahan portal, post implementation of CEV Stage IV from April
1, 2021. The government notification mandated starting manufacture of CEV
Stage – IV (for Gross Engine Power ranging from 37kW to 560kW) compliant
vehicles from April 1, 2021 and CEV Stage – V (for all Gross Engine Power
range) compliant vehicles from April 1, 2024. Given the reference of this
notification and GSR 276(E) dated April 10, 2007 the following were clarified:
•

CEVs with Gross Engine Power (without fan) ranging from 37kW to 560
kW could be manufactured in compliance with BS III (CEV) upto March
31, 2021 and would be registered up to Sep 30, 2021.

•

CEVs with Gross Engine Power (without fan) less than 37kW will be
allowed to be manufactured in compliance with BS III (CEV) March 31,
2024 and will be registered up to Sep 30, 2024.
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•

Since the e-vahan portal did not have provisions of power ratings, it
clearly implies that registration of Bharat Stage III (CEV) on e-vahan
portal will remain valid till Sep 30, 2024.

•

A suggestion was also made to the Government to allow an additional
option of “Diesel+CNG” in the “fuel” field category.

7. Guidelines for Selection of Hydraulic Excavators
After participation in the G4-Mechanisation Committee of Indian Road
Congress (IRC) the revised version of “Guidelines for Selection of Hydraulic
Excavators” was shared with IRC for further action.

8. Encourage Development of Mother Technologies
As a move towards Aatmanirbhar Bharat, a list of key Mother Technology
Products and Projects were identified for indigenous development. The
list, forwarded to DHI for consideration and support for indigenization,
includes key mother technology products such as crawler shovels and radiocontrolled dozers. The mother technology projects proposed include those
related to Diesel Engine Emission Control System and Electronic Controlled
Engine and its systems, AI and telematics for CE industry amongst others.

Activities
A series of webinars and seminars were organized during the year to explore
latest trends in hydraulic systems for CEVs & off-highway equipment,
electronics & telemetry, functional safety features for off-highway mobile
machinery, CNG and duel fuel technologies. Going forward, webinars,
seminars and technical conferences are planned on topics such as artificial
intelligence & telematics, electronic control systems, high pressure hydraulic
systems and productivity improvement.
An “Online Repository” of relevant technical information to serve
as a ready reference is also on the anvil. The repository will include
Government notifications and regulations applicable to CEMM equipment,
representations sent by ICEMA to various Government agencies, policy
advocacy dashboards amongst others.
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FINANCE PANEL
The Finance Panel reviews concerns faced by various CE industry
stakeholders vis-à-vis equipment financing, cash flow challenges arising
out of policy implementation, budget expectations and taxation issues.
The Panel also serves as an intermediary body for exchange of knowledge
amongst interrelated businesses. The Finance Panel is the driving force in
developing synergy amongst financing companies, OEMs and customers.
Additionally, it also collaborates with Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in
its mission to represent its stakeholders at larger forums.

Policy Advocacy
During the year, the Finance Panel drove both immediate as well as medium
term concerns of Members. The near-term concerns included disrupted cash
flows, long working capital cycles and the need to quickly make the liquidity
measures applicable to NBFCs too. The medium-term challenges discussed
with the government included those related to GST, grant of infrastructure
status to the CE industry and the availability of long term loans to CE players.

Short Term Concerns
Disruption of cash flow cycles is expected to last for a large part of the
current financial year and perhaps longer, especially for the “Earn & Pay”
segment. While the 3 months moratorium provided some relief, such players
may not be in a position to commence regular loan servicing from the 4th
month as a result of the COVID-19 triggered disruption. The Government
was requested to consider extending the existing one-time restructuring
window, without affecting the asset classification, from December 2020 till
March 2021 in respect of MSME loans and others.
Given that small contractors are experiencing a lack of revenue streams, long
working capital cycles, shortage of manpower and interruption in supply
chain, Regulators were requested to consider increasing the overdue period
for NPA recognition to 180 days till the impact of the COVID-19 crisis fades
out.
To induce liquidity and create healthy demand in the ongoing COVID-19
situation, RBI rolled out various liquidity infusion measures, including
policy rate reductions, targeted long term repo operations and a cut in
CRR. Though the Repo and Reverse Repo rates have been reduced, the
benefits did not trickle down to NBFCs in the same way as they reached
the banks. Yet banks remained more risk averse than NBFCs thus curtailing
availability of funds to the CE industry. In this backdrop, RBI was requested
to give appropriate directions to pass on the rate cut to NBFCs and consider
capping bank interest rates on loans advanced to NBFCs at 7.0-7.5%.
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Medium Term Concerns
GST applicable to most Construction Equipment is 18%. It was suggested
that to make the equipment more affordable for smaller contractors/hirers
this rate be revised down to 12% or lower. It was also recommended that GST
rate for tippers and dumpers, which currently stands at 28%, be aligned to
the rest of the construction equipment.
In India, most MSMEs who execute infrastructure projects as subcontractors,
face challenges in acquiring machinery. Large contractors face a similar
challenge in acquiring specialized equipment due to over-leveraged books.
Leasing, besides being a cost-effective source of funding, also helps the
procurer avoid the risk of equipment becoming obsolete and outdated,
making it a good solution. It was recommended that to incentivise
companies to lease these assets, GST rate on lease rentals be made less than
that on purchase. Bringing the depreciation rate of construction equipment
(currently at 15%) at par with commercial vehicles will also encourage NBFCs
to invest in CE, leading to capital formation.
While all key sectors within infrastructure and construction industry enjoy
“Infrastructure Status” construction equipment industry is not granted
this status. Given its importance to the infrastructure and construction
industry, the request for granting it infrastructure status and placing it
under priority lending were pursued with relevant government authorities.
It was emphasized that this status would help the sector raise funds from
insurance companies, pension funds, and international lenders with a longer
tenure, on easier terms and also provide access to cheaper foreign currency
funding through external commercial borrowing route.
Given the challenges faced by CE companies in accessing long-term loans
from Banks and other Financial Institutions for infrastructure projects, it was
recommended
that the
Government set
up a funding
institution for
such project.
This institution
could grant
medium and
long-term credit
for greenfield
and brownfield
projects in
manufacturing
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and infrastructure sector. The recommendations also included mandating
long-term fund repositories such as Pension Funds, Provident Funds and
Insurance Funds to subscribe to bond issues of Infrastructure Finance
Companies (IFCs). Government authorities were urged to consider outlining
a concerted policy to develop The Municipal Bond Market in India and to
channelize and mobilize domestic savings into infrastructure sector by
offering tax incentives for infrastructure financing instruments.

3. RBI Circular on Opening of Current Account by Banks
A representation was submitted to the Reserve Bank of India, with respect
to the Bank’s circular RBI/2020-21/20 DOR.No.BP.BC/7/21.04.048/2020-21
dated August 6, 2020 regarding opening of Current Accounts by banks.
The implementation of stipulations in this circular is expected to lead
to operational issues for NBFCs and HFCs that generally open multiple
current accounts with banks based on where their customer have a NACH/
ECS mandate. In case such a bank has not extended a CC or OD facility to
the NBFC/ HFC in question, the related current accounts will be closed in
pursuance of the said circular.
The mandate to route every transaction through a CC/OD Account
necessitates all monies disbursed to and collected from borrowers to be
routed through a CC/OD account. This change will make it difficult for
financial institutions to track business-wise disbursals and collections.
Further, as part of the lending process, NBFCs / HFCs often have a charge
over receivables or the receivables in the account of its borrowers are
earmarked to them as a sanction term for repayment of the loan granted.
As per the circular, the cash flow from such accounts will be monitored by
the bank which
has more than
10% exposure to
such customer.
This could
render the
charge of the
NBFC/HFC over
such receivables
ineffective,
thereby diluting
their ability to
recover loans.
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It was submitted that if all transactions are to be only routed through a
particular bank, no flexibility or back up would be available in case of any
unforeseen issues or freeze on transactions with that bank; this would
automatically result in a freeze of all transactions of that particular entity
with that bank. Moreover, the bank to which transactions of an entity
need to be routed would be able to utilise credits to set off its debits to the
prejudice of other banks and other entities such as investors having an
exposure to the entity.

Activities

2nd Edition of the Conference on Construction Equipment
Finance
The 2nd Conference on CE Finance, organized in partnership with Vinod
Kothari Consultants Pvt Ltd, focused on the importance of equipment
financing and leasing for infrastructure development projects and
deliberated upon opportunities and challenges facing the industry. The
Conference was attended by over 170 participants including industry seniors,
policy makers, administrators, banks, NBFC’s equipment owners, leasing
and rental companies. The panel discussions focused on construction &
equipment financing, leasing industry in India, global best practices, leasing
challenges & opportunities and the
role of technology & digitalization in
leasing.

Risk and Credit Conclave
(RACE-19)
RACE, with Infrastructure
Advisors Private Limited as
knowledge partners, was held
concurrently with the 10th Edition
of the International Construction
Equipment and Construction
Equipment Trade Fair (EXCON 2019)
in Bengaluru. The Conclave brought
together risk and credit heads
of finance companies active in
infrastructure lending space, to discuss the inherent risks in the sector. Key
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) shared their perspective of the
industry and its risks.
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While highlighting the opportunities, industry thought leaders also touched
upon key pain points of the industry. The need for the Government to
put in place a formal legislation to address some of these pain points and
grant increased power to National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) were
emphasized. The industry also urged banks and financiers to reskill their
people to appraise large ticket financing and develop the ability to curtail
risks.
Several macro-economic risks that the Construction Equipment Industry
is experiencing have been triggered by a slowdown in sectors such as real
estate, auto and commercial vehicle. RACE-19 brought forth the need for
policies and government action to create a demand push to get the Indian
economy back on track which will also bring back the momentum in the CE
industry.
There is no definitive method to handle the asset risk and all mitigants are
very subjective in terms of geography, policy and the market sentiment. The
Conclave thus provided a platform for lenders to share their apprehensions
in lending in an environment where several projects had been cancelled
mid-way by the principal authority. OEMs were urged to start sharing the risk
attached to a leasing arrangement between the lender and contractor, as
well as give a boost to the market by helping with refurbished assets.
Sub panels were set up under the Finance Panel to build on the key points
that emerged from RACE-19.

Interaction on Impact on Financing of CE
Moratorium on loans is one of the common regulatory responses to
COVID-19 in most countries. During the Webinar on RBI Moratorium and
Other Finance related issues, Mr Vinod Kothari, Knowledge Expert on RBI
moratorium, dwelled on India’s position vis-à-vis other countries in this
respect. Other countries have responded, either by enacting specific laws,
or passing regulatory pronouncements, given relaxations to specific types of
borrowers [student, MSME] or to borrowers in general. All relevant standard
setters, such as IFRS Foundation, Basel Committee, Financial Regulators
have responded with a view to abating the adverse implications of loan
modifications. India has also granted moratorium to all borrowers for term
loans and working capital facilities. The customer has been given a choice
whether or not to avail the moratorium.
While the RBI notification does not specify that NBFCs have been excluded
from this facility, some public and private sector banks had expressed their
intention of not extending moratorium to such borrowers.
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Webinar on Direct and Indirect Taxation
A webinar to spread awareness on direct and indirect taxes, was organized in
partnership with Deloitte India. The Webinar focused on cash conservation
opportunities, tax saving opportunities and the recent amendments to
direct taxes. On the indirect taxes front, it focused on GST/ trade updates,
cash savings/business efficiency opportunities, e-invoicing and compliances.

Exclusive Interactive Session with Small Industries
Development Bank of India (SIDBI)
Being an integral part of the CE industry’s supply and value chain, the
micro small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) play a significant role in
development of India’s infrastructure. While on the supply side these MSMEs
include component manufacturers and dealers on the demand side they
account for almost 60-65% of sale of OEMs. Post pandemic, the Government
announced a series of schemes and package to help MSMEs survive the
unprecedented challenges.
The Small Industries Development Bank of India’s (SIDBI), in pursuit of its
role of promoting the cause of MSMEs, also rolled out special schemes for
this segment. During the exclusive interaction with SIDBI, the challenges
being faced by MSMEs, the special schemes launched by the Bank as well as
the impact of Government initiatives were highlighted. MSMEs also shared
their views & expectations and sought clarifications on several areas.

Session on Financing the Future
The session on Financing the Future, held during Annual Session, 2020 was
a platform to discuss potential ways of addressing the financing challenges
and opportunities for collaboration between stakeholders, financing
incentives and innovations to give a boost the Indian CE ecosystem.
During the session, senior officials from finance companies such as Tata
Capital, Mahindra & Mahindra Financial Services, SREI Equipment Finance,
Sundaram Finance and banks such as Kotak Mahindra Bank interacted
with government officials. They outlined key steps necessary to create a
vibrant financing ecosystem in India. Some of these included improving
NBFCs liquidity and developing regulatory forbearance to support MSMEs,
developing co-origination model for both banks and NBFCs and developing
innovative instruments such as bonds with profit sharing after minimum
hurdle rate.
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PROMOTION PANEL
Building Brand CE and Brand ICEMA
The Promotion Panel continued to work towards building ICEMA’s image
as the CE Industry’s most respected and credible apex body in India,
contributing to the development of a healthy and sustainable growth of
the sector. Throughout the year, ICEMA’s external communication efforts
were directed at highlighting the Association’s contribution to the common
goal of creating world class infrastructure in the country. The panel also
promoted ICEMA’s cooperation with various Government authorities at
the Central and State levels as well as with banks and financial institutions.
Taking forward its mandate of enhancing international cooperation and
industry exposure, various engagement platforms were created through the
two years, despite the pandemic

Activities
Partnership with Boston Consulting Group (BCG)
ICEMA partnered Boston Consulting Group (BCG) to develop a vision plan,
forecast the industry potential and outline a roadmap for the CE Industry.
This vision plan was developed, released and the roadmap is now being
implemented. During the last two years, BCG also helped outline ICEMA’s
Vision as the apex body for the Construction Equipment industry.

Brand Language
In the endeavour to pursue its mission of building ICEMA as the CE industry’s
most respected and credible apex body, the Association partnered with BCG
to define its brand language. The language emphasizes a bold impactful
personality and matches international standards. The objective is to project a
unified organization
that is a repository
of knowledge. The
visual language
is aligned with
the concept of a
prism symbolizing
various perspectives
merging to form a
united front.
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Virtual Presence
With a view to building a comprehensive brand image, ICEMA’s website
was redesigned in alignment with the new brand language. Apart from
providing information about the Association, the website also hosts
Government notifications and regulations that impact the CE industry
and reports/publications that members might find useful. The website is
envisioned as a go to resource for the CE industry stakeholders.
ICEMA’s social media presence was strengthened by activating its Facebook,
LinkedIn and Twitter handles. Going forward, these will provide a platform
for building conversations arounds issues and topics of interest to the CE
industry stakeholders.

Cooperation with CII
EXCON 2019
The 10th Edition of EXCON,
Bengaluru, an international
exhibition & conference on
construction equipment &
construction technology,
was organized in Dec 2019,
with ICEMA as the Sector
Partner. The exhibition
saw participation from
over 1,200 exhibitors with
representations from over 20 countries and was spread across 300,000 sq
meters, attracting more than 60,000 visitors. Shri Nitin Gadkari, Minister of
Road Transport & Highways and MSME, was joined by Shri B S Yedurappa,
Chief Minister of Karnataka, Government of India as well as senior ministers
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and officials of the state government and the ICEMA leadership at the
inaugural session.
Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs and
HeavyIndustries & Public Enterprises, Government of India, emphasized on
the importance of the proposed 325-acre Automotive Testing Centre for
Testing Construction Equipment Machinery being planned in Indore. ICEMA
is a sector partner with CII for the digital exhibition.

Participation in CII Summits
ICEMA worked along with CII to expand the CE Industry’s linkages with
the other sectors and to build on the sector’s strength. The Association
participated in important summits and panel discussions including the CII
India Innovation Summit, CII Capital Goods Summit, DPIIT - CII National
Consultation Forum for Make in India, and CII Seminars on Taxation,
Automation & Defence during EXCON 2019. ICEMA also participated in a
discussion with a CII- Builders Association of India interaction.
Taking this engagement forward during 2020, the Association participated
in a CII meeting of the sub sectors of Capital Goods industry. The discussions
revolved around the way forward for making India a CEMM Equipment
Manufacturing Hub. ICEMA put forth the following recommendations
towards achieving this goal:
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•

Extension of Production Linked Incentives (PLI) Scheme to high
precision equipment manufacturers and mother technologies. Export
related support for steel cost difference to compete against other
Asian countries.

•

Setting up of Component Manufacturing parks to attract and
facilitate investments by Precision Component manufacturers from
Japan & Korea.

•

Addressing common manufacturing challenges including delays in
land acquisition, approvals, cost of land, finance, etc

•

ICEMA also participated in the meeting of the CII Lateral Coordination
Group held virtually on April 2021. During the meeting, the
Association highlighted the following key challenges facing the
sector

•

Lack of sustained demand creation led by industry cycles and
uncertainty in end user industry demand (primarily, project progress)

•

Supply side issues, mainly arising out of lack of domestic
manufacturers of precision components

•

Lack of a robust operating ecosystem defined mostly by the limited
availability of low-cost and long-term financing:

•

Need for creating a stable foundation by encouraging technology
and skill development.

The solutions/recommendation to address these challenges as outlined
in the vision document were also shared during the meeting.
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CONFERENCE PANEL
The ICEMA leadership continued to guide membership engagement and
build conversations around key industry issues through a series of thought
leadership webinars, interactions with experts and conferences. Keeping
in view its mandate of organizing the key events to providing stakeholders
various platforms to network and share knowledge, the Conference Panel
organized a number of events through the year.

Activities
Annual Session 2020
The ICEMA Annual Session 2020, themed ‘Building India’s Tomorrow’
deliberated on the imperatives of developing a world-class and robust
infrastructure in the country. Divided into three segments, the discussions
revolved around creating an Indian CE ecosystem and financing the future.
General (Dr) V K Singh (Retd), Minster of State for Road Transport and
Highways, the Chief Guest at the Inaugural Session, patiently heard
Member’s issues. Some of these included pushing for an early release of
notification regarding deferment of implementation of BS(CEV) IV emission
norms to enable manufacturers to continue manufacturing BS-III (CEV)
compliant CEVs beyond October 1, 2020.
India’s CE industry sees vibrant participation from global MNCs as well
as India based CE players. India has recently become the third largest CE
market globally surpassing Japan. Six of India’s CE products that constitute
about 89% if value, and 95% of volume are made up of 50% local content.
And the industry is striving to improve local content even further. The
Annual Session saw vibrant discussions on creating a strong, resilient Indian
CE ecosystem
that will enable
India to become
a part of global
supply chains.
The objective is
to harness India’s
strengths and
make the country
a global trade
superpower.
The session
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deliberated on the industry’s main building blocks with a view to developing
a roadmap of key steps by stakeholders such as Government, OEMs and
suppliers to realize this vision. Chief Guests Ms Sukriti Likhi, Joint Secretary,
Department of Heavy Industries (DHI) and Mr Sudhir Kumar, Adviser, NITI
Aayog (Textiles, Heavy Industries, Public Enterprises Steel, Kerala) delivered
the keynote address.
The symbiotic nature of construction and infrastructure sectors is unique
with fortunes of all stakeholders being inter dependent. Construction
equipment, and consequently, construction equipment financing is one of
the key inputs that fuels this symbiotic relationship, with over 90% CE being
procured through financing. The Government announced several welcome
measures to help the banks and NBFCs sail through the COVID-19 crisis.
However, given the risk averseness of financing community these steps did
not ease funds availability for CEV borrowers. Thus, ICEMA brought together
key stakeholders to discuss ways of addressing such challenges and create
a blueprint for the way forward. The session also discussed collaboration
opportunities between various stakeholders, financing incentives and
possible innovations to further boost the CE ecosystem. The session
was attended by close to 200 participants comprising of policy makers,
regulators, CE industry stakeholders and ICEMA Members.

CEOs Power Session
The CEO’s Power Session, organized along with CII and Economic Times as
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media partner, was held parallel to the 10th Edition of EXCON. The speakers
at the event included Sri Gaur Gopal Das, a reputed spiritual leader and
lifestyle coach, and Mr Arvind Subramanian, former Chief Economic Advisor,
Government of India. Sri Gaur Gopal Das provided insights on a wide
spectrum of topics ranging from an unconventional approach to beat the
odds in corporate life to aligning not just the human body and mind but also
the soul, especially in a VUCA world. He stressed on the need for investing
in relationships and cultivating a spirit of camaraderie for business leaders.
Mr Arvind Subramanian, speaking on key contemporary economic aspects,
took the idea forward by suggesting that the Government instil confidence
in investors and help bring private investment back. More than 300 industry
leaders benefitted from the insights given by the two speakers.

New Knowledge Session
A special session, coinciding with the ICEMA AGM 2019, was organized
under the New Knowledge Session: The Economist. Eminent economists,
Mr Dharmakirti Joshi, Chief Economist, CRISIL and Dr Charan Singh, Senior
Economist and Non-Executive Chairman, Punjab & Sind Bank led the
session. Mr Joshi offered insights on the global and domestic growth outlook
for fiscal 2020, macroeconomic trends, domestic policy environment and
medium-term growth drivers. Dr Singh spoke about India’s macroeconomic
indicators in the global context, budget takeaways for fiscal 2020 with
detailed emphasis on the infrastructure segment and the industry outlook.
While highlighting the infrastructure sector’s growth prospects including
key sectoral growth drivers, he also emphasized the challenges and potential
opportunities offered by the segment. The Session was attended by over 150
ICEMA members.
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MEMBERSHIP PANEL
The Membership Panel endeavours to expand ICEMA’s reach to a larger
number of stakeholders and is the interface for on-boarding new Members.

Activities
ICEMA held regular General Body Meetings through the two years. The GBM
held virtually on August 14 saw members being apprised of the current
status of the industry. An update was given on the actions taken to address
challenges facing the industry as well as the various platforms created to
build conversations around matters of importance to the CE industry.
During the meeting it was highlighted that going forward the major
demand drivers include construction and mining. The major challenges
facing the sector highlighted during the session include:
•

Weak consumer sentiments/lack of demand (ongoing slowdown in FY1920 further aggravated by COVID-19 in FY20-21)

•

Slowdown/delay in new contract awards

•

Delay in payment clearances

•

Shortage of labour on account of lockdown (Construction sector is facing
approximately 30 - 35% shortage of migrant workers)

•

Tight liquidity & NBFC funding norms tightened.

Members shared the state of the industry, issues and recommendations
during the industry round up session. This discussion provided inputs for
various panels to make representations to the government and to create
engagement platforms.
The Meeting ended with an interactive session with Mr S C Dixit, Executive
Director & President - SP Engineering and Construction, Shapoorji Pallonji & Co.

Expanding Membership Reach
While ICEMA Members are categorised as Primary and Associate, a new
category titled “Affiliate Members” was launched in 2019 to enable MSMEs
with a small turnover to benefit from ICEMA’s services and network.
Affiliate Members include manufacturers of chassis, compressors, pumps,
attachments & accessories, academia/ R&D institutions, consultants,
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affiliated associations and few other segments. Affiliate Membership is also
available for Indian CE manufacturers who may later wish to upgrade as
Primary Members.
Apart from getting connected with other stakeholders, Members receive
quarterly market visibility data/ rolling projection plans, a virtual slot to
market their company to other Members. New members are welcomed with
a Membership Kit. Members are also allowed to announce their status as
ICEMA Members on their stalls in exhibitions such as EXCON.
During the year, ICEMA welcomed 15 new Members. Going forward, ICEMA
will proactively identify and reach out to eligible non-members to expand
the membership base. Efforts will also be made to invite non-members to
participate in ICEMA events.

“

ICEMA truly represents the collective wisdom of construction, infrastructure
& mining equipment industry. ICEMA has earned its credibility by proactively
sharing genuine concerns of the industry with Government authorities and
working with them to arrive at mutually acceptable solutions.
Shrawan Agnihotri
Co-Convener, Membership Panel
Head Corporate Sales & Exports
Hyundai Construction Equipment India Pvt Ltd
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ICEMA Membership Landscape
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MARKET DATA AND STATISTICS PANEL
Data sharing does not just help the CE industry, but the entire
manufacturing sector, as it provides a basis for supply chain members to
plan their business projections.
The Market Data & Statistics Panel thus works closely with Members to
collect their sales data. A new meaningful reporting format was created in
2019, based on which monthly and quarterly industry updates were shared
with Members. Based on member insights, feedback and inputs the Panel
worked towards making data increasingly insightful and valuable which
in turn is expected to help the industry be better prepared for future and
continue to build the nation. The 2020-21 industry annual report captures
industry insights to the next level of granularity.
Over the last one year, the Panel also worked on enhancing features of
the Data Portal. A survey was undertaken with Members to ascertain the
upgrades expected on the Portal.
Rolled out on October 1, 2020, the new portal offers more granularity on
ICEMA compiled monthly & quarterly sales reports. The data earlier being
collated at the regional level will soon be collated for about 24 states for
better reporting and Members’ benefit.
A modular portal, it offers members ease of downloading a spreadsheet and
uploading back an updated document on a real time basis. The portal is
envisaged with the ability to provide auto generated reports and standard
operating procedures. ICEMA plans to publish manufacturer data with the
portal providing an equipment matrix with information such as name of
company, equipment model details amongst others. The portal will also
report SAARC country-wise information (Afghanistan/ Nepal/ Bhutan/
Bangladesh/ Sri Lanka/ Pakistan/ Maldives).
Going forward, ICEMA will also collect information about financing of
assets from Member companies. It would include data about number of
machines financed by Finance Companies, types of machines financed and
region where these have been financed. A new policy will also be drafted to
highlight differing information for Members who share complete, partial and
no data.
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“

ICEMA has played a key role in creating a common platform for all its
stakeholders. As we pass through challenging times, its role becomes even
greater as it represents the Industry on several matters of critical importance.
On the occasion of ICEMA’s AGM, 2020, we wish the Association the very best
and look forward to working together.
Jasmeet Singh
Co-Convener, Market Data and Analytics Panel
-ICEMA & Associate Vice President,
Corporate Communications & Corporate Relations
JCB India Ltd.
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“

ICEMA, a vibrant and dynamic body representing the voice of the
construction equipment industry, has been playing a key role in creating
a common platform for all its stakeholders. It represents the collective
wisdom of the CE industry’s leaders. The association has taken up key issues
and concerns of the industry with relevant union ministries, leading to an
increasingly conducive policy environment in the country. ICEMA’s Vision
2030 will help accelerate India’s transformation journey towards developing
world class infrastructure and thereby contributing to the nation building
vision.
Sandeep Kumar Ghosh
Co-convener, Finance Panel- ICEMA & HeadCorporate Strategy and Planning
SREI Equipment Finance Ltd

“

The last eighteen months have seen the world combat a crisis of epic
proportions. The unanticipated scale of the pandemic has disrupted
the economy and impacted human lives. Against this backdrop, ICEMA
leadership ensured a calming influence on the Industry through regular
connect and deep engagement with all its stakeholders. During this
turbulent phase, ICEMA stepped up to ensure that the voice of the
Construction Equipment Industry was heard and recognized and key
challenges faced by the sector were well represented in the Government.
ICEMA, over the last one year, has helped build & establish Brand CE through
a new & revamped website, social media engagement activities & a number
of webinars focused on highlighting Industry issues and challenges. Also the
manner in which ICEMA Members came together, at National & State levels,
to provide humanitarian support to society at large was truly commendable.

I am confident that ICEMA, with its focussed & forward looking approach, will
help the Industry achieve its Vision Plan 2030 & support India’s transition to
becoming a USD 5 trillion economy.
M Vijay Kumar,
Co-Convener, ICEMA Promotion Panel
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LET US BUILD THE
NATION TOGETHER...
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IndianConstruction Equipment Manufacturers’ Association
3rd Floor, Indo-Global Social Service Society Building
28, Institutional Area, Lodi Road,
New Delhi - 110 003, INDIA
Email:
SEEMA.GUPTA@I-CEMA.IN
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